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spirit which will submit only to the soul and to no collec-
tive ruling. Although in a crude form, we find in the
Gnosis that belief in the power of individual revelation
and of individual discernment which was absent in the
later centuries. This belief had its source in that proud
feeling of individual relationship with God which is sub-
ject to no human statute, and which may even constrain
the gods by the sheer might of understanding. Within
the Gnosis lay the beginning of that way which led to
the intuitions of German mysticism (with their immense
psychological significance) which was actually in its flower
at the time of which we are speaking.
The focussing of the question now before us immedi-
ately brings to our mind the greatest thinker of that time,
Meister Eckehart,1 Just as signs of a new orientation
became perceptible in chivalry, so in Eckehart new
thoughts confront us ; thoughts belonging to that same
psychic orientation which prompted Dante to follow the
image of Beatrice into the underworld of the unconscious,
and which inspired the singers who sang the rune of the
Grail.
Nothing is known, unfortunately, of Eckehart's personal
life which could shed light upon the way which led him to
his knowledge of the soul. But it is with a sense of deep
contemplation that he observes in his discourse upon repent-
ance : " ouch noch erfriget man selten, daz die liute koment
ze gr6zen dingen, sie sten zu dem £rsten etwaz vertreten>J.
("And still to-day one findeth rarely, that people come to
great things without they first go somewhat astray.") This
permits us to conclude that he wrote from personal experi-
ence. Strangely appealing is Eckehart's feeling of the
inner relation with God, when contrasted with the Christian
feeling of sinfulness. We feel ourselves transported into
i Johannes'(or Heinrich) Eckehart, German Dominican monk, bom
about 1250 and died about 1328.   [Translator].

